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For Miriam Gardner, attending a party at the London home of her fiance, Lucius Stourbridge, to
celebrate their forthcoming marriage, it should have been one of the happiest days of her life.
But, after making a sudden exit from the party, Miriam disappears without a trace. Reluctant to
cause a scandal, Lucius seeks out William Monk, a detective with a reputation for excellence.

[The Twisted Root has] a climactic thunderbolt that will leave even her most loyal fans gasping.--
"Kirkus Reviews"A novel whose supsense remains high until the final pages...Anne Perry is [a]
master of crime fiction, who rarely fails to deliver a strong story and a colorful cast of
characters.-- "Baltimore Sun"A twisted root indeed.-- "Christian Science
Monitor"Memorable...As always, Perry manages to entertain.-- "Alfred Hitchcock Mystery
Magazine"No one is better known for portraying Victorian life and social mores.-- "Denver
Post"Sure to intrigue.-- "Publishers Weekly"When a law flies in the face of moral justice, can a
person be condemned for defying it-even to the point of murder? Anne Perry argues the issue
with uncommon eloquence.-- "New York Times Book Review"
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Lori Dykes, “The Twisted Root. As always, Anne Perry takes us on a wonderful journey to find the
truth. It was great to see the happy couple as they worked together to bring justice to those who
deserved it. I have to say the ending was very unexpected and a tiny bit hard to believe. But it is
fiction and regardless I love everything this author writes!”

Louise, “Buy this book - buy ALL her books!. If you love a good mystery - if you love Victorian
England - if you love a unique love story - then buy this book (and all her William Monk serie) for
this book (and the series) contain all three (and more). Her writing is superb - evocative of
another time and place - never sentimental yet certain scenes bring tears to your eyes - never
flowery or gushy, but filled with detail. William Monk, the chief character in this series is not the
most likable of men but under Perry's flawless writing he comes to be a man you respect and
cheer on. He has a history which comes to light slowly and it is one I do not believe I've ever
seen before in a lead character. I will not divulge what it is so as not to spoil the read. Hester, the
lead female in Perry's Monk Series is unlike any character I've ever read about before - at least in
Victorian times. She is strong and outspoken and having been a nurse in the Crimean is a force
to be reckoned with. And Rathbone, a lawyer friend to both of them, set the tone for the era but
as the books slide by, becomes less conservative and more loving in his ways. As a trio they are
hard to beat. Much has been said about Perry's own personal history which I will not divulge
here for it's of no concern to me, but I do feel that it is that very history which has made her not
only able to see both sides of a crime - but it's also given her the ability to show compassion,
ferocity, and the effects of crime on both the criminal and the victim. Top notch writing coupled
with interesting unusual characters makes this book (and the series) a first-rate read! BUY
THEM!”

Betty Louise, “Missing person. A book by Anne Perry is always an entertaining story and the
10th Books as not disappoint. Hester and Monk have just returned from their honeymoon. They
are slowly adjusting to their life together. Hester is a volunteer at a hospital and Monk accept a
job to locate Miriam Gardiner, a young woman who disappeared from luncheon party at party
celebrating her engagement to the son of the house. Monk soon finds the coach in which she
fled. The coachman nearby but strangles. Hester is working to change the practice at the
hospital she is volunteering. Pain drugs are missing from the drug storage area. Hester befriends
an elderly soldier who is receiving pain drugs from an unidentified source. I did get tired on
several times how much we owed these men for saving their country. The twists and turns the
story to bring the thread together will hold your interest until the shocking end. I highly
recommend this book and series.”

Alice, “Anne Perry continues to excell!. Another wonderful Perry adventure!”



Karena, “Another great Anne Perry book. While there is a certain amount of cookie-cutter writing
in her books, they are always good and this one is no exception.”

Joann Kay, “Excellent mystery. This was a great Anne Perry Victorian mystery. You can see and
feel as if you were there. I love how she can bring even secondary characters to life. The mystery
had a lot of twists and the ending was shocking.”

Helen, “I love Anne Perry. Excellent mystery. This book was hard to put down. Both series(Monk
and Pitt) are beautifully written and suspenseful. I also love that each book delves.into the
historical and political news in a very engrossing way.”

The Accidental Artist, “Another twisty take for Monk to uncover.. This book has the usual
characters mini and his wife Hester, Lady Callandra and Sir Oliver Rathbone QC. The hospital
apothecary plays a large part in the trial by proving there was no theft to be investigated.Anne
Perry bringing the dreadful poverty among old soldiers and the creative ways BusinessWeek
obtained for themWith two or three murders, rape, an underage mother and possibly unintended
incest this bookmarks a long look at some of Victorian England and it's morals.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Brilliant - you won't guess it. Victorian England was not a good place to
be as a woman - if you have little money or a low class job. But the harsh and cruel way live was
than... And how easy to call a woman a murderess with not much evidence. Thanks to sir Oliver
and Hester and William Monk the truth will come out. What a twisted tale... And so well written.”

Louise G, “Fabulous, I love Anne Perry's books. Another superb outing with the now married
William and Hester and their trusted barrister Oliver. A great story, plot and great characters as
always; I particularly liked John Robb the grandfather of Sergeant Michael Robb I hope we get to
see more of the Sergeant.  Twists and turns all the way. A great read recommended.”

Bashu Nye, “Never ending twists and turns!. I am a staunch supporter of Anne Perry's historical
research, book structure and great characterisation. This book has all of this and takes once
again into the lives of Monk and Hester, back in time to feel the cold wind across Hampstead
Heath and to experience the frustration women suffered, in constantly not being listened to and
treated as inferior beings. Again woven into the plot injustices taking place in political circles, the
cover ups, deception and ignorance. Where those possessing wealth could demand respect
even when it is not deserved or to use it to add even more misery to the poor of society. The
constant  twists will starts to grip you as the pace of the book quickens”

The book by Anne Perry has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 417 people have provided feedback.
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